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Influenza A viruses with novel hemagglu-
tinins that circulate in various animal
populations, such as migratory waterfowl
and swine, have been recognized as the
source of pandemic influenza in humans
for many years. Since the late 1990s, mul-
tiple episodes in which avian influenza A
viruses have been transmitted to humans
and caused severe disease have been ob-
served, and it is possible that these types
of events have also occurred in the past
but were not recognized. Most of these
events have not led to sustained person-
to-person transmission, although it ap-
pears that a relatively minimal number
of mutations could result in transmission
for some of these viruses [1, 2]. The re-
cent experience with the emergence of
novel H1N1 viruses is an example of
just how rapidly such a virus could spread
throughout the world once a pandemic
began, and the disease impact of an influ-
enza A virus of an entirely new subtype
would likely be much greater.

In response to these events, there has
been a substantial international effort to
monitor the ecology of influenza A virus-
es at the animal–human interface, and to
create and perform initial clinical evalua-
tion of vaccines against those viruses
identified as having the highest threat

potential. These studies have consisten-
tly demonstrated that generation of a po-
tentially protective serum antibody
response will require multiple doses and
the use of potent vaccine adjuvants. Sev-
eral such vaccines have been stockpiled
for future use, with plans to deploy
them in specific target groups if a pan-
demic due to an influenza Avirus of a rel-
evant subtype emerges.
The challenges of responding to a rap-

idly emerging pandemic with a vaccina-
tion program were obvious during the
H1N1emergence, andwouldbeevenmore
difficult if multiple vaccine doses were re-
quired. In an intriguing and thoughtful
article in this issue of Clinical Infectious
Diseases [3], Dr Goodman suggests that
rather than stockpiling such vaccines in
storage, it might be better to stockpile im-
munity in recipients by employing the
vaccines in advance of a pandemic. In
this strategy, targeted groups would be
immunized with pandemic vaccines in
advance of a pandemic, simplifying the
logistics of responding if and when such
an event did occur.
In part, the utility of this approach is

supported by studies that have shown
that many of these candidate pandemic
vaccines can prime the immune system
for very vigorous and broad serum anti-
body responses to subsequent doses, even
if administered many years later. Such
priming has been demonstrated for pan-
demic inactivated vaccines [4, 5], DNA
vaccines [6, 7], and pandemic live attenu-
ated influenza vaccines [8, 9]. Common
findings of these studies have been that
even individuals who did not appear to
respond to their original vaccine series

are primed, that adjuvants do not appear
to be required for either the priming or
boosting vaccine [10], and that increases
in serum antibody following boosting are
extremely rapid, peaking within 14 days.
Administration of such pandemic vac-
cines to selected groups in advance would
potentially allow those individuals to rap-
idly become immune to an emerging virus
with a single subsequent dose, and might
even afford some level of protection on
their own, although this is less clear.

There are a number of gaps in our un-
derstanding of this potential approach
that could be addressed by further re-
search. Obviously, it is important to con-
tinue monitoring and assessing the risk
posed by the many potentially pandemic
influenza viruses present in birds and
other animals. It will also be important to
define the parameters around the prim-
ing and boosting phenomenon in more
detail. Although the safety and immuno-
genicity of candidate pandemic vaccines
have cumulatively been tested in thou-
sands of subjects, both young and old,
the numbers of subjects who have partic-
ipated in studies examining induction of
immune memory by these vaccines has
been relatively small.

In his essay, Dr Goodman has outlined
some of the practical questions that would
be important to answer prior to deploy-
ing a prepandemic vaccination strategy.
Boosting phenomena have been demon-
strated in H5 vaccines when the priming
and boosting vaccines are of different
clades; however, it is not clear how much
antigenic difference within the same sub-
type affects the priming effect, and how
antigenically distinct 2 vaccines can be
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and still demonstrate boosting. In addition,
studies have demonstrated boosting with
H5 and H7 vaccines, but other influenza
subtypes, includingH2, should be explored
to determine the generalizability of this
effect. Assessment of the response has gen-
erally focused on serum hemagglutination-
inhibition and neutralizing antibody
responses, but the effect of priming on
other responses such as mucosal antibody
and neuraminidase-specific responses [11]
should also be assessed.

To date, studies have evaluated inactivat-
ed vaccine boosting of subjects previously
primed by inactivated, live, or DNA vac-
cines. It is not known whether using a
different order of administration, such
as inactivated vaccine followed by live or
DNA vaccination, would also demon-
strate this effect. A related question would
be whether priming and boosting with
different forms of vaccine is more or less
effective than using the same vaccine for-
mulation for priming and boosting [12].
Potent adjuvants, such asMF59 andAS03,
among others, clearly improve the prima-
ry immune response to inactivated pan-
demic vaccines. However, even subjects
primed with unadjuvanted vaccines man-
ifest strong booster responses, and the
potential need for adjuvants in such a
prime-boost strategy also needs to be
more clearly defined. Because any strat-
egy to prime a population in advance of
a pandemic will take place in the context
of annual seasonal vaccination, it will also
be important to understand how con-
comitant seasonal vaccine impacts the re-
sponse [13].

In most published studies of priming
and boosting with pandemic vaccines,
there are some individuals in any study
group who respond to the boost and
others who receive the same priming

regimen and do not. As Goodman [3]
and others [14] have pointed out, one of
the most difficult questions that remains
unanswered is how to predict the priming
effect and assess its duration. Mechanistic
studies in humans are difficult because
of the limited sites that can be sampled.
But in addition to shedding light on the
mechanisms of priming, developing ac-
cessible markers of priming would be
extremely useful in enabling a more com-
prehensive assessment of the factors that
will impact the success of such an ap-
proach as a mitigation strategy.
Expanding the knowledge regarding

optimal strategies and predictors of prim-
ing for pandemic vaccination will inform
policy decisions about whether such a
strategy should be employed, and, if so,
in whom. Such a policy will also need to
consider the real likelihood that any spe-
cific subtype might be a pandemic threat.
As once pointed out by the late Yogi
Berra (or by Neils Bohr), “it’s tough to
make predictions, especially about the fu-
ture.” But assessing whether the risk of
any specific virus really justifies prepan-
demic vaccination, and developing the
best strategies for who would be the target
for this program, will be a difficult and
essential component of the decision-
making process. Dr Goodman’s article
should serve as a stimulus for further dis-
cussions in this regard.
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